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The temperature of a stream influences many of the

reactions that govern water quality. For example, the

rates of removal of biochemical oxygen demand and reaera-

tion of streams are measurably influenced by stream tem

perature.

In view of the importance of temperature in streams,

it has here been undertaken to provide an evaluation of

temperature reduction on low flow augmentation require

ments for dissolved oxygen control. The work described

herein is approached from the standpoint of determining

the flow requirements of a stream to maintain a certain

specified minimum dissolved oxygen concentration for a

given waste loading utilizing a program developed for an

IBM 1620 digital computer. This program was developed
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with the specification that if the required flow at a

given point to maintain the minimum stated dissolved

oxygen concentration is greater than that present, the

program will search the river system for storage reser

voirs from which water may be released to augment the

flow and determine the size of release necessary to meet

downstream water requirements.

The study was conducted on the Willamette River and

its tributaries, with a total of 91 different stream tem

perature, waste loading, and minimum dissolved oxygen

conditions investigated.

The results of this investigation show that:

(1) Stream temperature definitely influences the

flow augmentation requirements for dissolved oxygen con

trol.

(2) The magnitude of the temperature effect on flow

augmentation requirements increases exponentially with

temperature rise and increased dissolved oxygen require

ments.

(3) At a minimum allowable dissolved oxygen level

of 5.0 milligrams per liter, water savings were not sig

nificant when temperature was lowered. However, water

requirements increased by as much as 3.3% when a tempera

ture rise of 6 degrees centigrade occurred.



(*0 Significant changes In flow requirement occur

with temperature at dissolved oxygen levels above 5.0

milligrams per liter. These changes can be reflected

as a damage or a benefit in any water control project if

the cost of stored water is known.

(5) Determination of temperature effects must be

included in any study of flow augmentation requirements.

(6) The computer program developed here can, with

revision, be expanded into an analysis system which can

include temperature profile calculation and flow augmenta

tion requirement calculation for water quality control.

(7) Development of the above analysis system is

needed to provide information for management and planning

of complex river basin development.
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AN EVALUATION OF TEMPERATURE REDUCTION ON LOW FLOW
AUGMENTATION REQUIREMENTS FOR DISSOLVED OXYGEN CONTROL

Introduction

Water resource development in the Pacific Northwest

has been based upon a philosophy of multiple use of water

for all beneficial purposes. In order to meet the water

supply requirements of the region, it has been necessary

to construct reservoirs to store water during periods of

excess flow for later release during low flow periods.

Storage projects to meet the critical water supply demands

of the region will become increasingly necessary in the

future as population and industrialization of the Pacific

Northwest expands. These same reservoirs serve other needs,

in terms of flood control, power generations, recreation

and fisheries developments, navigation, etc. The term

"multiple use reservoirs" has come to describe this concept

of development to serve all the water supply needs of the

area.

Prior to i960 reservoir development was viewed pri

marily from the standpoint of providing a given quantity

of water necessary for the uses that were to be made of

it. Many water management agencies, however, have become

increasingly aware for the need of control and management

of water quality as well as water quantity parameters. The

National Congress recognized this need in the amendment of
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the Water Pollution Control Act, Public Law 660, in

1961, wherein they provided that storage in reserviors

may be included for the purpose of water quality con

trol and further provided means for affecting the evalua

tion and assessing benefits derived therefrom. The Con

gress was very specific, however, in stating that such

flow augmentation to be provided for water quality manage

ment should be in addition to, instead of in lieu of,

adequate waste treatment and further implied that the

maximum treatment should be given to all wastes prior to

their discharge into a water course.

Water quality may be judged by a variety of quality

parameters which include measurements of organic materials,

inorganic salts, dissolved gases, radio-nucleids, and

physical characteristics. The most commonly recognized

quality measures are those for dissolved oxygen (DO), bio

chemical oxygen demand (BOD), color, turbidity, and tempera

ture, however, there is a serious lack of scientific knowl

edge available to provide for a complete understanding of

the significance of various measures of water quality at

the present time. Considerable emphasis is placed on

dissolved oxygen concentration, biochemical oxygen demand,

turbidity, color, taste and odor, and temperature because

these measures are more thoroughly understood than other

quality measures.
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Temperature of the water influences many of the

reactions that take place governing the concentration

of water quality components. For example, the rate of

satisfaction of biochemical oxygen demand, and reaeration

of streams, are measurably influenced by stream tempera

ture. Temperatures also play a major roll in the fisheries

development of a stream, hence, the value of the stream

for recreation and enjoyment of the people and for the

production of fish as a source of food. Studies by the

Oregon State Water Resources Board on the Rogue River have

indicated that, even in this highly popular stream, water

temperatures as high as 83°F have been reached in 1959

and that mortalities of small fish frequently occur when

temperatures in the stream system rise following hot

weather periods (9, p. 1). These high temperatures were

associated with low stream flows.

Water temperature in streams will be influenced by

the construction of reservoirs that will be built for

total water resources development in the Pacific Northwest.

However, knowledge on the temperature distribution in

reservoirs and the temperature gradients in downstream

waters that may be expected upon the release of stored

water is incompletely understood and not available to this

study. Adequate mathematical tools and data to make such

predictions are currently of concern to the Water Resources



Board, the U. S. Public Health Service, and other

interested agencies and it is anticipated such ana

lytical tools will become available in the future to

predict the temperature that will exist at various

stream locations and in various reservoirs.

Progress in the development of storage projects will

not, however, await the resolution of all theoretical

problems to make it possible to predict water quality

measures as described above. Many of the problems can

be approached with the existing knowledge and partial or

complete solutions can be reached. In fact, it is on

this basis that most engineering projects are undertaken.

Purpose

In view of the importance of temperature in streams

it has been undertaken here to provide an evaluation of

temperature reduction on low flow augmentation require

ments for dissolved oxygen control. Such an analysis is

possible since the relation between the variables in

volved can be described. The work described herein is

approached from the standpoint of determining the flow

requirements of a stream to maintain a certain specified

minimum dissolved oxygen concentration for a given organic

waste loading. This analysis differs from the conven

tional dissolved oxygen sag analysis at specific tempera

tures in that it is necessary to make many repetitive
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calculations to reach a condition at the stated minimum

dissolved oxygen level being investigated. Such an

analysis was previously impossible in terms of time and

effort because of the extremely repetitive nature of the

computations. However, it has now been made possible by

use of the IBM 1620 digital computer, utilizing the com

puter program designed as a joint effort with Mr. J. L.

Worley, to determine the flow in cubic feet per second

required in a stream at a given point to maintain a mini

mum stated dissolved oxygen concentration in parts per

million. This program was developed with the specifica

tion that if the required flow at any point of the stream

is greater than that present, the program will search the

river system for storage reservoirs from which water may

be released to augment the flow and determine the size of

release necessary to meet the downstream water requirements,

Dissolved oxygen concentration and temperature are the

only water quality criteria considered in this program.

Scope

The study conducted as the basis of this thesis was

on the upper Willamette River and its tributaries and ex

tended downstream only as far as Newberg. This limitation

was imposed by the restrictions of the size of the com

puter used. The river system was subjected to the organic

waste loadings that would be anticipated at the level of
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development predicted for the years 1962, 1980, and 2010.

The flow required for water quality control from these

residual pollutions was investigated over a range of

plus and minus six degrees centigrade from existing tem

peratures in the stream system in two degree increments.

The minimum dissolved oxygen concentrations considered

were 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 6.5, and 7.0 parts per million. A

total of 91 individual conditions were, therefore, con

sidered as possible combinations of water quality and

waste loading that might feasibly be encountered in the

future development of this river system. Table 5 sum

marizes the waste loadings considered. The name loca

tions on this table refer to those shown on the Wil

lamette Basin map to be found on the frontispiece of

this thesis.

OXYGEN RELATIONSHIPS IN STREAMS

Background

The dissolved oxygen concentration has long been

recognized as a significant measure of stream water

quality. Any biologically degradable organic substance

present in a stream will exert a demand for dissolved

oxygen and, if present in sufficient quantity, can re

duce the dissolved oxygen level significantly. The

capacity of a stream to assimilate organic waste loadings
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is dependent on the interrelation of two opposing

reactions: (1) the oxygen demand placed on the stream,

and (2) the oxygen resources of that stream. The inter

action of these two factors results in what has been

termed by H. W. Streeter and E. B. Phelps (15, p. 15) as

the oxygen balance of a stream. Mathematically, Streeter

and Phelps expressed the relationship by the differential

equation

dD K,L - K?D (1)
dt =

which states that the net time rate of change of the dis

solved oxygen saturation deficit <*£ is equal to the al-
dt

gebraic sum of the two independent reactions of deoxygena-

tion of the stream, K-j^L, and reoxygenation of the stream,

K-,D. Each of these functions can be expressed as a rate

function.

Oxygen Demands

Deoxygenation of a stream results from biochemical oxi

dation of organic matter present in the stream and has

been expressed in differential form as follows:

dL _ -K,L (2)
dt

It is this reaction that is responsible for increasing the

dissolved oxygen saturation deficit of a stream. This

reaction is a first order, temperature dependent reaction,
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and mathematically states that the rate of utilization

(QL) of the organic matter present is proportional to
dt

the concentration of the unoxidized matter (L). The

organic matter (L) can be expressed in terms of its

biochemical oxygen demand (BOD). BOD is defined as the

amount of dissolved atmospheric oxygen used for respira

tion by organisms during the period they are utilizing

organic matter in a waste as a source of nutrition. K^

is a constant of proportionality defining the rate at which

the reaction proceeds. Equation (2) has been verified

many times by laboratory experiment, and has been shown

to hold also under actual stream conditions (15, p. 40-41).

Equation (2) may be integrated to form the following

expression:

l06e k = -K-Lt (3)
o

or, expressed in common logarithms:

los10 r " -0-434 K t = k t (4)
ro

where L0 = initial first stage BOD, in parts per million

L = BOD after time t, in parts per million

t = elapsed time, in days

K = deoxygenation constant, Naperian logarithm
base, in 1/day

k1 = deoxygenation constant, common logarithm base
in 1/day



The ratio L represents the fractional amount of the
Eo

ultimate BOD remaining after time t. Graphically, this

is represented by Figure 1.

1.0

L

L,

0

Time »

Figure 1. Rate of utilization of organic matter.

If the common logarithm of the fraction of BOD remaining

is plotted against time, as in Figure 2, a straight line

results, the slope of which is equal to the deoxygenation

constant k,.

Figure 2 shows that a constant fraction (k^ of the

remaining BOD is removed in successive equal periods of

time t.



L

L,

1.0

0.1

0.01

0.001

Time »-

Figure 2. Rate of utilization of organic matter.

The total biochemical oxygen demand exerted on a

stream results from the combination of several factors,

foremost of which is the organic waste load from industrial

wastes, domestic sewage, drainage, etc. Another factor

which can affect the dissolved oxygen concentration to a

marked degree (18, p. 57), but for which it is difficult

to obtain reliable data, is the organic sludge deposits of

a stream. Finally, there is the oxygen demand placed on

the stream as the result of the mortality of the flora

and fauna of the stream itself. This last item might con

tribute directly to the suspended organic matter present

in the stream, or could be added to an organic sludge

deposit. In either case, a quantitative measure of the

10

Slope = 0.434 Kx = k-,_
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additional demand placed on a stream from this source

is very difficult to predict.

As noted above, the organic material present in a

stream results from a variety of sources. Because the

deoxygenation constant for a stream is dependent on the

type of organic matter present, it follows that the de

oxygenation constant for one section or stretch of a

stream will be different from that of another where dif

ferent organic materials are present.

Temperature Effects on Deoxygenation. The deoxygena

tion constants of a stream are usually determined experi

mentally in the laboratory at 20°C. Because the deoxygena

tion constant varies significantly with temperature, it is

imperative that the results be corrected to the existing

stream temperatures. Streeter and Phelps (15, p. 7) em

pirically defined the temperature relationship as follows:

(T-20)Kn = K, eu
X(T) x(20) (5)

Where K-i = deoxygenation constant at temperature T,
(T) in °C

K-i = deoxygenation constant at 20°C
(20)

T = stream temperature, in °C

© = thermal coefficient

The thermal coefficient 9 is usually taken to be 1.047

for the range of temperatures between 9°C and 30°C (16, p.

1346).





[760 - pj
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S' « s *"

in which S is the solubility at 760 mm (29.92 in.) and p
is the pressure (mm) of saturated water vapor at the temp
erature of the water. For elevations less than 3,000 feet
and temperatures below 25°C, p can be ignored. The
equation then becomes:

S' - S P - S P

760 29.92

Dry air is assumed to contain 20.90 percent oxygen.

If an oxygen saturated stream is subjected to an or

ganic waste loading, the deoxygenation reaction begins to

take place, resulting in an oxygen concentration somewhat

below that of the saturation value. When such a deficit

is present in a stream, absorption of oxygen from the at

mosphere tends to decrease this deficit and retain the

saturation concentration. The reaeration reaction can be

expressed as the rate function shown in equation (6):

dt " K2D (6)

where dD is the rate of reaeration measured in terms of
dt

the rate of decrease of the saturation deficit "D." This

reaction is a first order, temperature dependent reaction

and mathematically states that the rate of reaeration is

proportional to the dissolved oxygen saturation deficit.

K2 is the proportionality constant defining the rate of

reaeration. The reaction can be represented graphically

as shown In Figure 3.
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Time

Figure 3. Reaeration of under-saturated stream.

The reaction described by equation (6) and illustrated

in Figure 3 gives the gross effects of reaeration. In

order to better understand the phenomena involved in the

replenishment of oxygen in an under-saturated stream, it

is necessary to examine the basic physical laws underlying

the reaction.

Reaeration of water is basically an absorption process

and therefore a function of the following (4, p. 447):

(1) The solubility of oxygen in water, which in turn

depends on:

(a) The partial pressure of oxygen in the

atmosphere

(b) The temperature of the water

(c) The concentration of impurities in

the water
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(2) The rate of solution of oxygen in water, which

is controlled by:

(a) The degree of saturation of the water

(b) The temperature of the water

(c) The exposure or availability of the oxygen

to the water

(3) The rate of dispersion of the oxygen in water,

which depends on:

(a) Molecular diffusion

(b) Convection currents

(c) Turbulent mixing

The solubility of oxygen in water merely defines the

dissolved oxygen concentration at saturation and typical

values of these concentrations have been given in Table 1.

When a gas, such as oxygen is absorbed by a liquid,

the gas must diffuse from the gas phase to the liquid phase.

The two-film theory of gas absorption (6, p. 1216) is based

on the assumption that there are two relatively stagnant

films, located at the gas-liquid interface, through which

the gas must pass by molecular diffusion and below which

the concentration of the dissolved gas Is uniform. For

gases with low solubilities, such as oxygen, the resistance

to diffusion offered by the gas film is negligible as com

pared to the resistance offered by the liquid film. In

quiescent water, the rate of absorption is governed by the
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rate at which the dissolved gas is dispersed through the

depth by molecular diffusion, as given by Fick's Law of

diffusion:

lr = _DLAi£ (7)at dy

where: D^ = coefficient of molecular diffusion

am = time rate of mass transfer

dt

dc = concentration gradient in the direction
5y of diffusion

A = area through which diffusion occurs

The condition of quiescence is present in the liquid film

and the rate of diffusion through the film can therefore

be described by Fick's Law. For a gas, such as oxygen,

with a low solubility, the concentration gradient in the

direction of diffusion remains small, and according to

Fick's Law, the gas transfer will also remain small. In

order to increase the diffusion through the film, it is

necessary to decrease the film thickness. Film thickness

is primarily a function of the kinematic viscosity of the

liquid, but is decreased by agitation or turbulence of the

main body of the liquid. The rate of diffusion, and thus

the rate of absorption, therefore increases, due to the

decreased thickness of the liquid film at the gas-liquid

Interface, when turbulent conditions are present.

In highly turbulent waters the liquid film at the
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air-liquid interface is continuously being replaced by

liquid from lower depths (8, p. 650). The concentration

of oxygen in the replaced film is initially equal to that

of the main body, but the particles of water at the new

surface immediately reach the saturation value. The dis

solved oxygen then diffuses through the film in accordance

with Fick's Law. Equation (7) shows this rate of transfer

to be a time function and will therefore depend on the

length of time that the surface was exposed to the atmos

phere. The overall, or gross transfer rate must necessar

ily then, depend on the rate at which the surface is re

newed to the atmosphere. This so-called surface renewal

rate is controlled by the degree of turbulence present in

the stream.

It was previously stated that equation (6) describes

the overall or gross reaeration rate, and that K2 is the

reaeration constant defining that rate. It is therefore

imperative that any expression aimed at determining K2

should include the effects of turbulence.

The work of D. J. O'Connor and W. E. Dobbins (8, p.

646-657) ties the effects of turbulence and depth to the

mechanism of reaeration to obtain relationships for direct

calculation of K2. In final form these equations are as

follows:



where

D 1/2 sl/4
k2 = 480 _

H5/4
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(8)

(DU)1/2
k = "

2 (9)
2.31H3/2

k2 is to base 10

D^ = coefficient of diffusion of oxygen in water in
square feet/day

U = velocity of forward flow in feet per day

H » depth of flow in feet

S = slope of channel In feet per foot

480 incorporates the necessary dimensions and constants

2.31 is a conversion from base e to base 10

Equation (8) is for use on relatively shallow streams where

non-lsotropic turbulence occurs, and equation (9) is for

the case of isotropic turbulent flow, which occurs in

relatively deep streams.

The dividing line between Isotropic and non-isotropic

flow is not well defined, but O'Connor and Dobbins point

out that the Chezy coefficient C, for open channel flow,

can be used as a criterion to differentiate the two. They

further suggest that the transition zone between the two

occurs between C values of 14 to 20.
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Temperature Effects on Reaeration. The effects of

temperature on overall reaeration rates are three-fold.

The temperature of the stream not only affects the solu

bility of oxygen in the water and the rate of absorption

of oxygen, but also affects the rate of diffusion of

oxygen in the water. As the temperature of water in

creases, there is a corresponding decrease of water vis

cosity, density, and surface tension, along with an in

crease of molecular activity. The net result is a signifi

cant increase in the rate of diffusion. As pointed out

previously, the limiting condition on the overall reaeration

rate is the rate of diffusion. Equations (8) and (9) show

that the overall reaeration constant K2, is directly pro

portional to the square root of the coefficient of diffusion

and therefore varies as (D,.)1/2 with temperature.

The effect of temperature on the coefficient of dif

fusion DL is given by the Stokes-Einstein equation as

follows (8, p. 656):

BT

DL = (10)

where: T . = absolute temperature

^•f = coefficient of viscosity

B = constant for particular reactants

The constant B can be evaluated if DL at any single tempera

ture is known. Since B is a constant, and because K2 is
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proportional to (Dl)1/2, it follows that K2 is propor

tional to the square root of T . .

The effect of temperature on K2 has been empirically

defined as follows (14, p. 1354):

K - K 8(T"20)K2(T) " K2(20)W

where: K2(T) = reaeration constant at T°C

K2(2g) = reaeration constant at 20°C

T = stream temperature, in °C

6 = thermal coefficient

Recent literature (1, p. 59) supports a value of 1.0241

for the thermal coefficient 9.

Aquatic Life. A source of oxygen to streams which has

not been considered up to this point is that supplied by

certain green and blue-green algae. While it is recognized

that the influence in certain instances may be significant,

the amount of oxygen added to or depleted from a stream by

aquatic life is usually neglected in engineering computa

tions (19, p. 165). This unfortunate omission is caused

by lack of knowledge or means to equate the aquatic life

influence.
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SUMMARY OF EQUATIONS FOR OXYGEN ANALYSIS

The net rate of change of the oxygen saturation

deficit is governed by the two independent reactions dis

cussed previously, namely, deoxygenation and reaeration.

Since the biochemical oxygen demand of a substance is

measured in terms of the amount of oxygen required to

oxidize the substance, it follows that as the oxygen de

mand is satisfied, the dissolved oxygen saturation deficit

will increase. Expressed mathematically, from Equation

(2), this states that

-dL -dD, = K,L (11)
dt dt1

where 2£i is the rate of change of the dissolved oxygen
dt

dD,

dtJ
saturation deficit, as caused by deoxygenation.

The reaeration reaction was described by equation (6)

and can be expressed as follows:

dD;,

dtr = - K2D (12>

where dD2 is the rate of change of the saturation deficit
dt"~

as caused by reaeration.

Equations (11) and (12) can be added algebraically to

obtain the net rate of change of the dissolved oxygen

saturation deficit as follows:

dD 0 dD, . dD. (13)
dt dTx dtr
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where, as before, dD ±s the net rate of change of the
dt

dissolved oxygen saturation deficit. On substitution

of equations (11) and (12) into (13), Equation (1) is

obtained as follows:

dD = K,L - KPD (1)
dt d

which mathematically describes the dissolved oxygen

saturation deficit at any time.

The integrated form of Equation (1) is as follows:

D*. Kl L° i "V "K2tx n -K2t
4• ir^r "e °e ™

where: Dt = dissolved oxygen saturation deficit in
parts per million, after time t.

D0 = initial dissolved oxygen saturation deficit
of the stream, in parts per million.

LQ = initial biochemical oxygen demand of the
organic matter in the water, in parts per
million.

K-j^ = deoxygenation constant

K2 = reaeration constant

t = elapsed time, in days

e = base of Naperian or natural logarithms
- 2.71828

Equation (14) can be applied to a stream or section

of a stream to determine the saturation deficit at any

point downstream from an initial starting point, provided

that the following information is available: (1) the time
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of flow to the point, (2) the initial BOD (L0) of the

stream at the starting point, (3) the saturation deficit

(DQ) of the stream at the starting point, (4) the de

oxygenation constant K]^ for the section of stream between

the two points, and (5) the reaeration constant (K2)

for the section of stream between the two points.

To obtain an expression for the critical time at

which the dissolved oxygen saturation deficit is at a

maximum, equation (14) may be differentiated with respect

to time and set equal to zero to obtain:

tc = 1 In ^2 ( 1 - Do (K2 - Kl) ) (15)
K2 " Kl *l L0 Kl

where: tc - critical time, in days

In = Naperian or natural logarithm

If equation (15) is then substituted for t in equation

(14), the resulting equation gives the expression for the

value of the critical or maximum deficit for the stream,

as follows:

-K^^tc
Dc = Kl L0 e (16)

K2

where: Dc = critical dissolved oxygen saturation deficit
in parts per million.

The oxygen profile of a stream can thus be traced by

application of equations (14), (15), and (16). This is
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illustrated by Figure 4 which shows the combined effects

of the two independent reactions deoxygenation and

reaeration.

•-Initial Deficit, D0 ^—Saturation

Figure 4.

Time

Deoxygenation, reaeration, and the
oxygen-sag curve.

These equations apply only to a single waste loading

on a stream, and if more than one waste loading is present,

the river must be divided into sections and the equations

applied separately to each section. However, the sections

must remain interrelated and It is necessary to use the

computed dissolved oxygen data for the end of the most

upstream section as the initial or starting point for the

next downstream section, and so on down the stream.
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A computer is well suited for such repetitive com

putations, and a computer program was therefore developed

to qualitatively analyze a river system using dissolved

oxygen as the quality control parameter.

The Willamette River Basin was used as the model or

design basin for the computer program, mainly because the

necessary data were available.

BASIN DESCRIPTION

This investigation was carried out on the Upper Wil

lamette River and its main tributaries. The Willamette

River Basin is located in northwestern Oregon and extends

approximately 150 miles south of the Columbia River. The

Basin is bounded on the east by the Cascade Mountain Range

and on the west by the Coast Range and has an average width

of about 75 miles. It drains approximately 11,200 square

miles, one-third of which is composed of level or gently

rolling valley floor. The basin supports agriculture and

several densely populated areas. The I960 population of

the Willamette Basin was 1,160,000, sixty percent of which

live within the Portland metropolitan area, adjacent to

both the Willamette and Columbia rivers.

A map of the river basin has been included as the

frontispiece of this report.
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Flow Variations in the Basin

The Willamette River Basin is covered by a relatively

complete network of U. S. Geological Survey gaging sta

tions, and flow data obtained from these gaging stations

is recorded in Part 14 of the U. S. Geological Survey

Water-Supply Papers.

Table 2 lists some pertinent flow data for various

stations on the main stem of the Willamette River and for

one station on each of the major tributaries.

Table 2. Willamette River flow data

Stream & Max. Flow Av. Annual Min. Flow *Approx. Average
Location of Flow of Flow, cfs
of Sta. Rec. cfs cfs Rec. cfs July Aug. Sept.

2,470 8,066 5,967 7,124
1,840 5,612 4,685 5,087
1,990 5,054 4,325 4,347

260 1,952 952 1,822

1,250 2,942 2,219 2,103

366 1,741 1,512 1,995

36 353 743 462

* Flows shown in the last three columns of Table 2 are an

average of the mean flow for each month over the ten year
period from 1952 through 1961. An exception is the Middle
Fork Willamette River at Jasper, which is taken for the
eight year period from 1954 through 1961.

Willamette

Salem

Albany
Harrisburg

348,000
266,000
210,000

23,370
14,430
12,840

Santiam

Jefferson 161,000 7,383

McKenzie

Coburg 88,200 6,081

Middle Fork Willamette3

Jasper 94,000 4,070

Coast Fork Willamette

Goshem 58,500 1,760
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Most of the flow data in Table 2 has been influenced

to some extent by regulation of releases from reservoirs

in the Basin. There are several reservoirs in operation

at present and several more are either under construction

or in planning stages. Table 3 lists the reservoirs which

have been completed, are under construction, or have been

authorized for construction in the Willamette River Basin

and indicates their present state of development. Table 4

shows the location of the reservoirs on the streams, the

drainage area above the reservoir and the various types and

amounts of storage in each reservoir.

Table 3. Willamette Basin Reservoirs.

Reservoir

Cottage Grove
Dorena

Hills Creek

Lookout Point

Dexter (Rereg)
Fall Creek

Cougar
Strube (Rereg)
Blue River

Gate Creek

Fern Ridge

Holley
Cascadia

Green Peter

Foster (Rereg)
Detroit

Big Cliff
Fern Ridge
(Modification)

Present Stage
of Development

Operational 1942
Operational 1949
Operational 1961
Operational 1954
Operational 1954
Under Construction

Under Construction

Authorized

Under Construction

Authorized

Operational 1941
Authorized

Authorized

Under Construction

Under Construction

Operational 1953
Operational 1953
Authorized

Stream

Coast Fork Willamette River

Row River

Middle Fork Willamette River

Middle Fork Willamette River

Middle Fork Willamette River

Fall Creek

South Fork McKenzie River

South Fork McKenzie River

Blue River

Gate Creek

Long Tom River
Calapooya River
South Santiam River

Middle Santiam River

South Santiam River

North Santiam River

North Santiam River

Long Tom River
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Table 4. Willamett e Basin Reservoirs

Drainage PropcDsed Storage—acre feet
Stream Area Flood

Reservoir Mile sq. mile Control Dead Power Total

Cottage Grove 28.0 104 30,000 3,000 33,000
Dorena 7.0 265 70,000 6,000 — 76,000
Hills Creek 47-8 389 200,000 59,000 21,000 280,000

Lookout Point 21.3 991 340,000 88,000 28,000 456,000
Dexter (Rereg) 18.0 996 — 23,850 3,650 27,500

Fall Creek 7.1 184 115,000 10,000 — 125,000

Cougar 4.4 210 155,000 28,000 27,000 210,000

Strube (Rereg) 2.5 216 — 2,900 3,000 5,900

Blue River 0.6 88 85,000 5,000 — 90,000

Gate Creek 0.4 50 50,000 5,000 — 55,000

Fern Ridge 23.6 275 110,000 7,000 — 117,000

Holley 49.7 99 90,000 7,000 — 97,000

Cascadia 59-8 179 145,000 15,000 — 160,000
Green Peter 4.0 277 270,000 38,000 52,000 360,000
Foster (Rereg) 38.5 494 30,000 27,400 3,600 61,000
Detroit 48.5 438 300,000 115,000 40,000 455,000

Big Cliff 45-7 450 — 1,950 1,800 3,750
Fern Ridge 23.6 275 15,000 — — 15,000

(Modification)

When all of the reservoirs listed in Tables 3 and 4

have been completed, the amount of storage available should

provide adequate water for low flow augmentation for water

quality control at any point in the basin.

DEVELOPMENT OF DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAM

This investigation was carried out concurrently with

a similar investigation by Mr. J. L. Worley on the develop

ment of a program for an IBM 1620 digital computer with

60,000 positions of storage to solve the oxygen sag equa

tion for a complex river system.
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Mr. Worley's program calculates the flow in cfs

required at a point in a stream to maintain a minimum

stated dissolved oxygen concentration in parts per

million. If, for a given organic waste loading, the

dissolved oxygen concentration falls below the desired

level, the program will determine the additional flow

required to maintain the minimum dissolved oxygen level,

and will then search the river system for storage reser

voirs from which the required water could be released.

The dissolved oxygen concentration is the only quality

parameter considered and all program decisions for re

quired flow are based on this parameter.

For the investigation covered in this report, it was

necessary to develop a program that could be used on an

IBM 1620 digital computer with 40,000 positions of stor

age since work was limited to a machine of this capacity.

There are a few minor differences between this and

Mr. Worley's, but the logic remains essentially the same

for both programs. The majority of the revisions have

little or no effect on the Willamette River dissolved

oxygen profile, and were aimed primarily at reducing the

computer storage requirement. The effects of organic

sludge deposits and organic loads imposed by the banks of

the stream were eliminated because there were no available

data on these factors. Other factors which were eliminated
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from the program, and the underlying assumptions are as

follows:

(1) The dissolved oxygen of the released water from

the storage reservoirs was assumed to be at saturation.

While this condition may not exist, the data furnished by

the United States Public Health Service, Region IX, indi

cate that the reaeration rates immediately downstream from

the reservoirs in the Willamette River Basin are sufficient

to approach saturation in the first few miles downstream.

(2) The dissolved oxygen concentration of the organic

waste loadings was assumed to be zero. While this may not

always be true, especially for wastes discharged from cer

tain aeration treatment processes, the amount of oxygen

added to the stream by the waste is relatively small due

to the relatively small discharge of treated waste as com

pared to the flow of the receiving stream.

(3) The BOD of the water discharged from the storage

reservoirs was assumed to be zero. While it is recognized

that water stored in a reservoir would undoubtedly have

organic material present, the data furnished for this in

vestigation indicated that for the reservoirs of the Wil

lamette River Basin, the BOD is very small, usually less

than 1.0 part per million.

While it is recognized that all of the above factors

should, if possible, be included in any dissolved oxygen
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study, it was necessary to delete these factors from the

calculations in the program in order that the computer

could accommodate a sufficient portion of the river system

to give significant results. The program can be easily

modified to incorporate the factors eliminated at a future

date when a larger computer becomes available.

The revised program developed for this investigation

incorporates the variance of the deoxygenation constants

and reaeration constants with temperature. The constants,

as furnished by the Public Health Service, were based on

the existing temperature of the streams. These data were

changed to a base temperature of 20°C, using the empirical

temperature relationships discussed previously in this re

port. The constants were then converted, within the pro

gram, to the stream temperatures being investigated.

Application of Program to Upper Willamette River Basin

The computer program developed for this study can be

applied to any three-component river basin. For purposes

of this discussion, the components will be referred to as

the main stem; tributaries, which flow into the main stem;

and branches, which flow into a tributary. The river net

work is divided into sections which will be referred to as

reaches. The number of reaches and the individual reach

lengths are determined by the physical characteristics of
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the river system, or upon the location of a waste dis

charge. A reach should end at a river junction and at a

waste loading point. Reaches should also be divided at

points where significant flow is diverted for irrigation

purposes, and at points in the stream where the amount of

turbulence, and hence, reaeration, changes appreciably.

Identification of Reaches. Each reach must be assigned

two identifying numbers, the first of which may be arbi

trary, the only stipulations being that no two reaches have

the same number, and that numbers must be assigned in de

creasing order to correspond to the exact course followed

by the computer. The program begins at the uppermost reach

of the system and proceeds downstream until a junction with

another stream is reached. The program then transfers to

the uppermost reach of the other stream and proceeds down

stream until the same junction is again reached. The com

puter then adds the flows for the two streams and proceeds

downstream. The reaches must, therefore, be numbered in

decreasing order and in the same sequence as followed in

the program.

The second identifying number which must be assigned

to a reach identifies the reach with one of the three com

ponents, as follows:

(a) If the reach is located on a branch, the identi

fying number is 1.0.
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(b) If the reach is located on a tributary, the

identifying number is 2.0.

(c) If the reach is located on the main stem, the

identifying number is 3.0.

Extent of River System Considered. For this study,

the main stem and major tributaries of the Willamette River

were investigated down to Newberg at river mile 50. Figure

5 is a simplified, line diagram of the river system, and

shows the extent of the system considered. Figure 5 also

shows the reach numbers as assigned for the program and the

corresponding river mile readings. In certain cases, the

river mile readings as shown on Figure 5 do not correspond

to those shown on the frontispiece Willamette River Basin

Map. The river miles as shown on Figure 5 represent the

latest determinations available and were therefore used for

this investigation.

Limitations of Program

As mentioned previously, this program can be applied

to any 3 component river system. However, there are certain

programming limitations which should be pointed out:

1. The detailed program as listed in the Appendix

of this report is limited to a river system which

does not exceed a total of 23 reaches when used

on an IBM 1620 computer with 40,000 positions of

storage. This limitation does not apply on any



1 - Lookout Point

2 - Cottage Grove

3 - Cougar

4 - Fern Ridge

5 - Green Peter

6 - Detroit

Figure 5.
Willamette River

System for Com
puter Program.

Yamhill
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IBM 1620 with a greater amount of core storage.

There is no limitation on the length of the

reaches.

2. The river system must be so divided and identified

that the program begins on either a reach located

on the main stem or a tributary and not on a

branch.

3. Every junction must be either a junction of a

branch and a tributary or a tributary and a

branch. This requires that any stream flowing

directly into the main stem be identified as a

tributary, and that any stream flowing into a

tributary be identified as a branch. If a junc

tion occurs at which three streams meet, one of

the streams must be handled as incremental flow,

or, if desired, one of the streams can be assumed

to flow into the other at a short distance down

stream from the junction. This effectively

creates a short reach between the two junctions.

Explanation of Variables

In addition to identifying the various reaches of the

river system, it is necessary to identify the other vari

ables used by the computer. These variables are listed in

the Appendix of this report and represent input and output

data for the program as well as the variables used in the
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program for specific calculations and for storage of

necessary information. The input data to the computer

is on IBM cards and is set up in the form of a two dimen

sional array. Each horizontal row represents the complete

set of input data for a single reach. Each vertical

column therefore represents a particular piece of data

for all the reaches. These data are identified by a

double sub-scripted variable, "Table (I,J)," where I and

J are the subscripts. Table (2,3), therefore, represents

the particular piece of data in row 2 and column 3. For

convenience, and for ease in identification in the program,

these variables are listed as "Table (1,5), Table (1,20),

etc., and have a specific value only when "I" has been de

fined in the program. The variable "I" refers to the par

ticular reach in question and is equal to one for the

uppermost reach, two for the next downstream reach, and so

on until the desired number of reaches have been considered.

Computer Program Logic

The logic steps as listed below refer to the steps of

the flow diagram as presented in Figure 6 of this report.

It should be noted that the flow diagram, as presented, has

been simplified and represents only the basic computer

logic. A complete, detailed flow diagram and program des

cription, while essential for application, would add little

to this report.
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(1) The initial card read by the computer specifies

the number of river reaches which will be considered. The

machine then reads the data cards for all reaches and

stores these data in memory.

(2) The computer is instructed to begin with the

uppermost reach in the river system.

(3) The BOD of the organic waste added to this reach

is computed in total pounds. A similar calculation is made

for the BOD of any incremental flow that might be entering

this particular reach. The total saturation deficit in

pounds is also computed for this incremental flow.

(4) The machine tests an identifying number for the

reach to decide whether the reach is located on the main

stem, on a tributary, or on a branch.

(5) *The total flow in this reach is determined by

adding to the flow entering the reach from upstream, any

incremental flow for the reach, and the flow of organic

waste, if such is present.

*NOTE: The basic steps Involved in items (5), (6),
(7), (8), and (9) are identical, regardless of whether the
reach in question is located on the main stem, a tributary,
or a branch, and will therefore be described only once.
The distinction is made in the program mainly for ease in
accumulating the flows, BOD's, DO's, and deficits when two
streams flow together, and so that storage reservoirs on
the various river components may be identified properly.
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(6) A check is made to determine whether a storage

reservoir is present on the reach in question. If a

reservoir is present, the existing reservoir discharge is

compared to the maximum possible discharge; and, if the

maximum discharge is two or more percent greater than the

existing discharge, the program passes to step (7). If,

however, there is no storage reservoir on the reach, or

if the existing discharge is within two percent of the

maximum discharge, the program passes directly to step

(8). The two percent limitation between flow comparisons

is used to eliminate needless accuracy within the program.

(7) The number of storage reservoirs available for

augmentation is incremented by one. A separate record is

maintained for reservoirs which can augment flow only on

the main stem and for those which can release flow to either

the main stem or to a tributary. Flow can be augmented on

a branch only if a reservoir is present on that branch,

and a separate record is therefore unnecessary.

(8) The total amount of oxygen, in pounds, present

in the reach at saturation is computed. This is dependent

on the stream temperature and on the flow of the stream.

This figure will be used in the following step to determine

the total deficit which exists in the stream.

(9) The total BOD, in pounds, is determined by adding

the BOD of the waste and of the incremental flow to the BOD
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of the water flowing into the reach from upstream. A

similar computation determines the total deficit, in

pounds, of the flow.

(10) A check is made to determine whether there

is diversion flow for irrigation or other purposes from

this reach. If there is diversion flow, control passes

to step (11), if not, to step (12).

(11) The total BOD and deficit, as computed in

step (9) are adjusted to the reduced flow by a straight

line relationship between the original flow and the reduced

flow.

(12) The reaeration and deoxygenation constants are

computed at the base temperature of 20°C and are then con

verted to the existing temperature of the stream. The

reaeration constant will vary with flow and must be re

computed whenever augmentation occurs.

(13) The stream velocity is computed for the exist

ing flow of the stream. The velocity varies with flow and

must be recomputed whenever augmentation occurs.

(14) The critical time, in days, and the critical

distance, in miles are computed.

(15) The time of flow to the end of the reach and the

deficit at the end of the reach are computed.

(16) The computer now checks to see if the critical

DO occurs within the reach in question. If the critical

DO is within the reach, the program transfers to item (18).
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If not it continues to (17).

(17) The critical deficit, time, and distance are

set equal to the deficit, time and distance at the end of

the reach. Control then passes to (19).

(18) The critical deficit is computed for the case

when it is within the reach.

(19) The critical DO is computed.

(20) A check is made to determine if the critical

DO is zero or less. If ijb is, control passes to (22), if

not, to (21).

(21) A check is made at this point to see if there

is storage available for augmentation purposes if such is

required. If there is none available, control is trans

ferred to (29), otherwise to (23).

(22) A check is made at this point also, to see if

there is storage available for augmentation. If there is

storage available control is transferred to item (23), if

not to item (57).

(2 3) The required flow to maintain the minimum stated

DO is computed.

(24) The required flow is compared to the existing

flow. If the required flow exceeds the existing flow by

two percent or more, control passes to (27), otherwise to

(25).

(25) A check is made at this point to see if the
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existing flow exceeds the required flow by two percent or

more. If it does, control passes to (26), otherwise to

(29).

(26) A check is made to determine whether or not the

program has been searching for water to augment flow. If

the program has been searching, control is transferred to

item (28), if not, to item (52).

(27) The program is at this step because the required

flow for this reach is greater than the existing flow, and

the existing flow must therefore be augmented. The reach

requiring augmentation is labeled the trouble reach. The

program first checks to see if the existing flow has been

augmented previously. If it has, control passes to (28).

If the program has not already been searching it will now

do so, by transferring control to item (32).

(28) Since the program has been searching, it now

determines whether this trouble reach is the original

trouble reach or whether the DO dropped below the minimum

on a reach above the original trouble reach. If this reach

Is the original trouble reach, control passes to item (36)

where additional flow is to be obtained.

(29) The program is at this step because the exist

ing flow is within + two percent of the required flow. If

the program has not been searching for additional flow,

control transfers to step (52), If it has, it passes
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to (30).

(30) If the program is back to the original trouble

reach it indicates that the required flow was obtained

and the flag which identified the search procedure can

be erased. If not back to the original trouble reach, con

trol passes to step (52).

(31) The flag identifying the search loop is erased,

and control then passes to (52).

(32) This step begins the so-called search loop.

The first step determines whether the existing critical DO

is within +0.1 ppm of the minimum DO. If it is, control

is passed back out of the search loop and to step (52).

If not, control passes to (33).

(33) An identifying flag is stored in memory to indi

cate the search loop is unsatisfied. An identifying tag

is also placed on the particular trouble reach which re

quires additional flow.

(34) A check is made to determine whether the trouble

reach is on the main stem, a tributary or a branch.

(35) The number of sources available for augmenta

tion purposes is determined. This depends on the location

in the river system of the trouble reach.

(36) The excess or deficit flow is determined by

subtracting the existing flow from the required flow.
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(37) The unit excess or deficit flow for each source

is determined by dividing the excess or deficit flow by

the number of sources available.

(38) The program now determines whether this par

ticular reach has a storage reservoir. If it does, con

trol passes to (40), if not, to (39).

(39) The reach number is decreased by one. This

transfers control to the next upstream reach, and step

(38) is then repeated.

(40) The program determines whether an excess flow

exists or whether a deficit flow exists. If additional

flow is required, control transfers to item (41), if flow

is to be reduced, control transfers to (42).

(41) Since additional flow is required, the program

checks this particular reservoir to see if there is stor

age remaining. (It may have already been removed previ

ously) If there is more storage available control passes

to step (44), if not control passes back to step (39).

(42) Since an excess flow exists, the reservoir on

this reach is checked to determine whether or not the flow

can be decreased. If it can, control transfers to step

(43), if not, control passes back to step (39).

(43) It is desirable to decrease the flow only from

those reservoirs in which the flow had been increased.

Since the reservoirs were marked if and when the flow was
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increased, the program can determine whether to decrease

the flow from this particular reservoir or not. If the

discharge is to be decreased control passes to step (44),

if not, control is transferred back to step (39).

(44) The flow from the reservoir is decreased or in

creased by the unit deficit or excess flow and the reser

voir is marked for later identification.

(45) The number of sources available for augmenta

tion is incremented by one.

(46) A check is made to see if the adjusted flow from

the reservoir exceeds the maximum available flow from the

reservoir. If it does, control passes to (47), if not,

control transfers to step (48).

(47) Since the existing flow exceeds the maximum

available flow, the existing flow is corrected to the maxi

mum available.

(48) A check is now made to see whether the existing

flow is less than the minimum flow from the reservoir. If

it is, control passes to (49), if not, control is trans

ferred to step (50).

(49) The -existing flow is corrected to the minimum

reservoir discharge.

(50) A check is made to determine whether all avail

able sources have been used. If they have not, control

transfers back to step (39). If all sources have been
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used, control passes to (5D.

(5D If the original trouble reach is on the main

stem, it is necessary to transfer control to the upper

most reach in the river system, therefore control would

transfer to step (2). Otherwise, control transfers to

step (3). This completes the search loop.

(52) The critical deficit, DO, and BOD are con

verted to ppm.

(53) The existing flows, BOD and DO, are reserved

in storage in order that they may be used on the next

reach downstream.

(54) The critical data as computed by the program

are punched on cards.

(55) The program checks to see if the end of the

river system has been reached. If it has, control trans

fers to step (58), if not, control passes to step (56).

(56) The reach number is incremented and control

transfers to step (3).

(57) The program is at this point because the DO

is zero or less and there was no storage available for

augmentation. The program prints out EXCESSIVE LOADING,

D0=0. Control passes to (58).

(58) The program comes to a pause. If more data are

to be analyzed, the control can be transferred to step

(1).
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COLLECTION OF DATA

To apply the computer program to the Willamette

River system it was necessary to obtain data for the

existing stream flows and velocities, the existing or

ganic waste loadings and the corresponding deoxygenation

constants in the stream, and the reaeration constants for

the various reaches of the streams. It was also neces

sary to obtain an existing temperature profile for the

streams. The majority of the required data was furnished

by the United States Public Health Service, Region IX,

Portland, Oregon. Temperature data were obtained from

the above office and from the Oregon State Sanitary

Authority.

Waste Loadings. The existing 1962 organic waste

loadings for the Willamette River and its tributaries are

as shown in column 7 of Table 5. Columns 8 and 9 are the

waste loadings for the years 1985 and 2010, respectively,

as projected by Public Health Service personnel. The

reach numbers as listed in Table 5 correspond to those of

Figure 5, and the waste loadings were applied to the river

system at the points indicated.

Velocity and Flow Relationships. Forward flow vel

ocities were determined by Mr. Worley from data obtained

by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. Briefly, Worley
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Table 5. Upper Willamette River Basin waste loadings.

Location Class

Reach

No.

Br.

Riv.

Mile

Trib.

Riv.

Mile

M.S.

Riv.

Mile

Waste Loadings

(lbs. EOD/day)
1962 1985 2010

Mid. Fork 2.0 105 18.0 00027 00036 00052

Coast Fork 2.0 095 20.0 00436 00580 00834

Willamette 3.0 093 187.0 00078 00104 00149

Willamette 3.0 091 185.0 00915 01220 01750

Willamette 3.0 089 180.0 13250 17600 25300

McKenzie 2.0 079 56.0 00000 00000 00000

McKenzie 2.0 077 10.0 03280 04370 06260

Willamette 3.0 075 176.0 00043 00057 00082

Willamette 3.0 073 164.0 00559 00744 01070

Long Tom 2.0 070 11.0 000^8 00104 00149

Willamette 3.0 069 143.0 00000 00000 00000

Willamette 3.0 065 135.0 15120 20200 28900

Calapooya 2.0 062 30.0 00103 00137 00197

Willamette 3.0 061 120.0 06490 08620 12400

N. Santiam 2.0 057 25.0 00032 00043 00061

S. Santiam 1.0 055 38.5 00151 00201 00288

S. Santiam 1.0 054 29.0 00000 00000 00000

S. Santiam 1.0 053 26.0 10800 14380 20600

Santiam 2.0 051 11.0 00000 00000 00000

Willamette 3.0 047 109.0 00000 00000 00000

Willamette 3.0 043 084.0 38200 50800 73000

Yamhill 2.0 039 11.0 00268 00357 00512

Willamette 3.0 037 055.0 00000 00000 00000

NOTE: Class 1.0 =- branch, 2.0 = trib., 3-0 =: main stem.
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calculated the velocity from river cross-sectional and

flow data. The average velocity was determined by divid

ing the flow In cubic feet per second by the cross-

sectional area in square feet to obtain the velocity in

feet per second. Data were available for three different

flows, and the resulting velocities were plotted against

flow on log-log paper as shown on Figure 7.

The equation of the straight line of best fit between

the three points can be written as follows:

V = cQd (17)

where:

V «= average flow velocity, in feet per second

Q = flow in cfs

c - coefficient

d = slope of straight line

The coefficient c was determined by substitution of the

slope d into Eq. (17). Figure 7 gives the velocity versus

flow relationship for reach number 65 as shown on Figure 5.

The coefficients and exponents for the velocity versus

flow relationships for the remaining reaches of the river

system are as tabulated in Table 9 in the Appendix of this

report.

Deoxygenation Constants. The deoxygenation constants

for the various reaches of the streams result from a field
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survey by Public Health Service personnel (17, p. 1)

and have been tabulated in Table 9 in the Appendix of

this report. The constants, as tabulated, were deter

mined at 20°C and are converted within the computer pro

gram to the existing stream temperature by the empirical

relationship given earlier in this report.

Reaeration Constants. The reaeration constants for

the river system were also determined by Worley from the

data supplied by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. The

average depth of flow was obtained by dividing the cross-

sectional area by the surface width, and the slope of the

energy gradient was determined from the channel profiles.

The coefficient of diffusion was taken as 1.70 x 10~3

ft2/day, and was used, along with the above data and the

previously determined flow velocities, to calculate the

reaeration constant K2.

Worley used O'Connor's equations [Eqs. (8) and (9)]

to calculate Kp for three separate flow conditions and

plotted the results versus the flow on log-log paper as

shown in Figure 8.

The straight line joining the points was described as

follows:

k2 = aQb (18)
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where:

kp = reaeration constant, base 10

Q = flow in cfs

a = coefficient

b » slope of straight line

The coefficient "a" was determined by substituting the

slope of the line into Eq. (18) with known values of

k2 and Q and solving for the coefficient a.

The plot of Figure 8 gives the k2 versus flow rela

tionship for reach number 65 as shown on Figure 5. The

remaining coefficients and exponents, which describe the

k2 versus flow relationships for the remaining reaches,

are as tabulated in Table 9 in the Appendix of this re

port. The coefficients, as tabulated, were determined at

20°C.

Existing Temperature Profile. Curve 1 of Figure 9

shows a temperature profile of the main stem of the Wil

lamette River as determined on a field survey by U. S.

Public Health Service personnel. In each case the tem

perature of the stream at the upstream end of the reach

was used as the reach temperature in the computer program.

These temperature data were used as a base profile from

which additional temperature profiles were predicted.

Predicted Temperature Profiles. In order to investi

gate the effect of temperature on flow augmentation
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requirements for dissolved oxygen control, it was neces

sary to predict the temperature profile of the river

system at various temperature levels. These predictions

were made assuming that discharges will influence tem

perature. While there were little data available to

establish the existence of thermal stratification in the

storage reservoirs of the Willamette River Basin, it has

been shown (2, p. 113) that thermal stratification does

exist in many storage reservoirs during the summer months.

As temperature data for the Willamette River Basin Reser

voirs become more complete, the presence or absence of

thermal stratification may be shown.

For this investigation, the temperature of the re

leased water from the reservoirs was increased by 2°C

increments, to 6°C above the existing discharge temperature

and was also decreased by 2°C increments, to 6°C below

the existing discharge temperature. From these initial

starting points, the temperature profile of the stream was

predicted, with constant reference to the existing tem

perature profile.

A more accurate temperature profile prediction would

require complete hydrologic, climatologic, meteorologic,

and solar radiation data for the Willamette River Basin.

A method to predict stream temperature has been developed

(12, p. 157) to apply such data to a stream, but the
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approach has not been completely validated (12, p. 177).

Lack of time and inadequacy of necessary data prevented

application of such an approach for this study.

Data furnished by the Oregon Water Resources Board

from a study of the Rogue River Basin show the effect of

lowering the upstream temperature on the temperature pro

file and also show the effect of quantity of flow on the

temperature profile. Results of these data are shown in

Figure 10. It is evident from this figure that for a con

stant upstream temperature, the effect of decreasing the

flow is to raise the temperature profile as is shown by

the divergence of the broken line and solid line profiles.

If the flow remains constant and the upstream temperature

is lowered, the temperature profiles converge as flow pro

ceeds downstream. This is shown by considering either the

broken line profiles or the solid line profiles alone.

A temperature profile prediction then, must incorpor

ate the influence of both factors. Such a prediction is

difficult even when reliable data are available, and it

becomes even more so when attempted without such data.

Because of the lack of accurate information, temperature

profiles for the Willamette River had to be assumed in

this study.

The curves of Figure 9 show the assumptions made on

the temperature profile at various conditions of
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temperature as influenced by reservoir discharge. From

the projected profiles, the temperatures of the various

reaches were determined and have been tabulated in

Table 6. The identifying reach numbers are as shown in

Figure 5.

Summary of Stream Conditions Investigated

A total of 91 different stream conditions were con

sidered, including the 1962, 1985, and 2010 waste load

ings applied to the stream with the seven different river

temperature profiles. Each of these conditions was re

peated for minimum dissolved oxygen levels of 4.0, 5.0,

6.0, and 7.0 ppm, and in addition, the 2010 loadings at

the maximum temperature profile were investigated for a

minimum dissolved oxygen concentration of 6.5 ppm.

This study is concerned with quantitatively determin

ing the flow necessary to maintain a certain stated mini

mum dissolved oxygen level for a given waste loading, and

in order to insure a dissolved oxygen sag sufficient to

reduce the dissolved oxygen level to the minimum at some

point in the stream, it was necessary to decrease the mini

mum storage reservoir discharge to a nominal flow.

RESULTS

The results of the 91 stream conditions have been

plotted in Figures 11, 12, and 13. The required flows
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Table 6. Stream temperatures investigated^ in °C.

Class

Reach

No.

Temperature Profile Number
Location 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Mid. Fork 2.0 105 13.4 07.4 09-4 11.4 15.4 17-4 19.4

Coast Fork 2.0 095 18.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 20.0 22.0 24.0

Willamette 3.0 093 15.0 09.0 11.0 13.0 17.0 19-0 21.0

Willamette 3.0 091 16.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 19.0 21.0 23.0

Willamette 3.0 089 16.6 10.6 12.6 14.6 19.6 21.6 23.6

McKenzie 2.0 079 16.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 18.0 20.0 22.0

McKenzie 2.0 077 17-0 11.0 13.0 15.0 19.0 21.0 23.0

Willamette 3.0 075 18.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 20.0 22.0 24.0

Willamette 3.0 073 18.5 12.8 14.8 16.6 20.3 22.1 23.9

Long Tom 2.0 070 21.5 21.0 21.1 21.2 21.3 21.4 21.5

Willamette 3.0 069 19.5 14-3 16.0 17-7 21.0 22.6 24.2

Willamette 3.0 065 19.5 14.8 16.4 18.0 21.2 22.7 24.3

Calapooya 2.0 062 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0

Willamette 3.0 061 20.0 15-4 17.0 18.4 21.4 22.8 24.3

N. Santiam 2.0 057 16.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 18.0 20.0 22.0

S. Santiam 1.0 055 19.0 13.0 15.0 17.0 21.0 23.0 25.0

S. Santiam 1.0 054 19.0 13.0 15.0 17.0 21.0 23.0 25.0

S. Santiam 1.0 053 20.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 22.0 24.0 26.0

Santiam 2.0 051 16.5 10.5 12.5 14-5 18.5 20.5 22.5

Willamette 3.0 047 19.5 15.2 16.6 18.0 20.8 22.2 23.6

Willamette 3.0 043 20.0 16.5 17.8 19.0 21.5 22.7 24.0

Yamhill 2.0 039 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0

Willamette 3.0 037 21.0 17.8. 18.8 19.9 22.1 23.2 24.3
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for these curves represent the flow at Newberg necessary

to maintain the minimum stated dissolved oxygen levels

at any point in the stream.

These data are also tabulated in Table 7 along with

the percent increase or decrease of required flow from

the base temperature profile, represented in Table 7 as

zero percent.

Discussion of Results

It was evident from certain portions of the program

output data that the minimum river flow, consisting of

flow from small streams and tributaries, was more than

sufficient to maintain the desired dissolved oxygen con

centration without augmentation from the storage reser

voirs. It was therefore impossible to determine the re

quired flow to maintain the desired concentration in

these cases. Of the 91 stream conditions considered, 15

fell into this latter category and have been labeled as

not significant in the tabulated results of Table 7.

It is also evident from Figures 11, 12, and 13 that

for any of the 91 stream conditions considered, the re

quired flow at Newberg, to maintain even 7.0 ppm dissolved

oxygen, is considerably less than the average flow for

the critical low flow month of August.

These figures do show, however, that as the stream

temperature increases, there is a corresponding increase



Table 7. Required flow increments for temperatures investigated.

o

o

<J

1962 Waste Loadings 1985 Waste Loadings 2010 Waste Loadings
Minimum DO considered Minimum DO considered Minimum DO considered

4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 6.5 7.0

-6 AQ N.S.* N.S. N.S. -63
4.4

N.S. N.S. -57
4.0

-71
4.9

-40

2.9

-46

3.2
-64

4.4
-82

5.5
-487
25.4

-4 AQ N.S. N.S. N.S. -47
3.3

N.S. N.S. -39
2.8

-52
3.6

-25
1.8

-33
2.3

-44

3.0
-60
4.0

-275
14.4

-2
AQ

%
N.S. N.S. -14

1.0

-20

1.4
N.S. -12

0.9

-18

1.3
-27
1.8

-13
0.9

-16

1.1
-2 3
1.6

-28

1.9

-168

7.9

0 AQ

. 1
N.S. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+2
AQ

%
N.S. +9

0.7

+ 30
2.2

+45
3.2

+ 17
1.2

+26

1.9
+ 31
2.2

+53
3.6

+24

1.7
+ 31
2.2

+51
3.5

+216 +414
21.6

+4
AQ

*

0 +25
1.8

+57
4.1

+91
6.4

+ 31
2.3

+48

3.5

+61

4.3
+233
15.9

+43
3.1

+57
4.0

+92

6.3
+354
23.6

+714

37.3

+6 AQ +8
0.6

+41
3.0

+84
6.1

+140
9.8

+45
3.3

+68

4.9
+93
6.6

+456
31.2

+62
4.4

+83
5.8

+135

9.2

+535
35.8

+ 1000

52.2

*N.S. = Not significant.

Note: All flow increments are in cfs.
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in the flow requirement to maintain a certain desired

dissolved oxygen concentration. This flow requirement

increase with temperature is a nonlinear relationship,

as is shown by Table 7 and Figures 11, 12, and 13. Such

an increase is expected because, as the stream tempera

ture increases, the corresponding saturation value of

dissolved oxygen decreases, thereby decreasing the defi

cit at any given dissolved oxygen level. This, coupled

with the exponential relationships between the deoxygena

tion and reaeration constants and temperature, results

in an exponential increase of required flow with tempera

ture. As the stream temperature approaches a level that

would limit the saturation value of dissolved oxygen to

the required dissolved oxygen minimum, the corresponding

flow requirement would approach an infinite value.

It is also evident from Figures 11, 12, and 13 that

for a given waste loading and stream temperature profile,

the required flow increases exponentially as the desired

minimum dissolved oxygen concentration is increased. This

increase is also expected even though the saturation value

remains constant. In this instance, the available oxygen

decreases toward zero as the minimum desired dissolved

oxygen concentration approaches the saturation value, with

the resulting required flow again approaching an infinite

value.
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Reliability of Results

For reasons previously noted in this report, the

biochemical oxygen demand of the water released from

the storage reservoirs was assumed to be zero even

though data furnished by the U. S. Public Health Service

indicated a small biochemical oxygen demand in some

reservoirs. To show the effect of this added burden on

the oxygen resources of the stream, provisions were in

corporated into the computer program to include it in

the program computations. This necessitated a decrease

in the number of river reaches considered, but it did

enable a comparison between the two to be made. Table 8

lists the results of the investigation and shows, for the

most extreme condition, an increase of 0.8 percent.

Table 8. Effect of BOD of reservoir discharges on required
flow for 2010 waste loadings.

Min. Required Flow Required Flow Percent
DO with BOD = 0 with BOD Considered Q Error

7.0 2229 2248 +19 0.8

4.0 1403 1405 +02 0.1

The extreme condition occurs when the discharge from a

reservoir is a maximum, which has been shown to occur for

the maximum waste loading, the maximum stream temperature,

and the highest minimum dissolved oxygen level. The 0.8
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percent error is well within the +2.0 percent accuracy

placed on the program decisions for required flow as

explained previously in this report. The +2.0 percent

is undoubtedly well within the accuracy of the flow data

and waste loading data furnished for this investigation.

No attempt was made to determine the influence of

the dissolved oxygen in the waste stream or the satura

tion deficit of the reservoir releases, but the data

provided for this investigation indicated both factors

to be negligible.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Stream temperature definitely influences the flow

augmentation requirements for dissolved oxygen con

trol.

2. The magnitude of the temperature effect on flow aug

mentation requirements increases exponentially with

temperature rise and increased dissolved oxygen re

quirements.

3. At a minimum allowable dissolved oxygen level of

5.0 milligrams per liter, water savings were not

significant when temperature was lowered. However,

water requirements increased by as much as 3.3% when

a temperature rise of 6 degrees centigrade occurred.

4. Significant changes in flow requirement occur with

temperature at dissolved oxygen levels above 5.0

milligrams per liter. These changes can be reflected

as a damage or a benefit in any water control project

if the cost of stored water is known.

5. Determination of temperature effects must be included

in any study of flow augmentation requirements.

6. The computer program developed here can, with re

vision, be expanded into an analysis system which can

include temperature profile calculation and flow aug

mentation requirement calculation for water quality
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control.

7. Development of the above analysis system is needed to

provide information for management and planning of

complex river basin development.
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Explanation of Variables Used in Program

AK2 Coefficient of Q in K2 = aQb.

BK2 Exponent of Q in K2 = aQb.

BOD Biochemical oxygen demand.

BODBU BOD of branch reach immediately upstream in
total pounds.

BODEND BOD at end of reach, ppm.

BODI BOD of incremental flow (QI), ppm.

BODIP BOD of incremental flow, total pounds.

BODMU BOD of main stem reach immediately upstream
in total pounds.

BODNDP BOD at end of reach in total pounds.

BODS BOD of sewage, ppm.

BODSP BOD of sewage, total pounds.

BODTU BOD of tributary reach immediately upstream in
total pounds.

cfs Cubic feet per second.

CRMILE Miles to critical point from head of reach.

CVEL Coefficient of Q in V = cQd.

DCLBS Critical deficit, total pounds.

DCPPM Critical deficit, ppm.

DEFSUM Summation of all the deficits within the reach,
total pounds.
DEFSUM * (DOSAP - DOTUP - DOBUP - DOMUP) + DIP.

DELTAQ QREQD - QSUM. This is the estimated extra flow
(cfs) needed to satisfy DOMIN requirements.

DEND Deficit at end of reach, total pounds.

DI Deficit of incremental flow (QI), ppm.



DENDPM

DIGIT An identification number or stream order
number. (1) for branches; (2) for tributaries;
and (3) for main stem.

DIP Deficit of incremental flow, total pounds.

DO Dissolved oxygen.

DOBUP DO in branch reach immediately upstream in
total pounds.

DOCLBS Critical DO in total pounds.

DOCPPM Critical DO in ppm.

DOEND DO at end of reach, ppm.

DOENDP DO at end of reach, total pounds.

DOMIN Minimum desired dissolved oxygen, ppm, in any
reach.

DOMUP DO in main stem reach immediately upstream
in total pounds.

DOS DO of sewage flow, ppm.

DOSAP Dissolved oxygen, total pounds per day in any
reach.

DOSAT Dissolved oxygen, ppm, at saturation in water
in any reach.

DOTUP DO in tributary reach immediately upstream in
total pounds.

DOXKI Deoxygenation constant, K1 (base e). Units of
1/days.

DVEL Exponent of Q in V • cQd.

E e = 2.71828 » base of natural or Naperian logs.

FNUM The count N changed from fixed point to floating
point notation (FNUM = N).

Deficit at end of reach in ppm.
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A device used to tell when the computer has
returned to the original reach where the
flow was insufficient to maintain DOMIN.

Will be used only when computer has been
looking for extra flow.

The total number of reaches considered.

A count used to indicate when flow was aug
mented on the main stem.

Record flag. This is an index to show whether
computer has been looking for extra water.

A device used to mark the particular storage
reservoirs from which the flow was increased

for augmentation. Is used when the estimated
QREQD was greater than actually needed, and
some of the flow is to be reduced from the

reservoirs.

Replaces N-^ or N2 when looking for flow aug
mentation.

Number of sources of flow augmentation ih entire
basin.

Number of sources of flow augmentation on any
tributary (the one being considered).

Used to keep track of sources used as compared
to sources available. No is incremented by 1
each time a source is tapped and when No = N,
all sources have been used.

A device for retaining the value of N after a
QEACH has been calculated. Needed for the case
where QEACH is too large.

Parts per million = mg/L = milligrams per liter.

Flow in cfs.

5.39 (QSUM).

Flow (cfs) in the branch reach immediately up
stream from the one under consideration. In

the case of the uppermost reach, by definition
there is no reach above it and, therfore,
QBUP =0. In this case, QMIN = QDIL will have
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a value. For reaches below uppermost reach,
QBUP has a value and QMIN and QDIL « 0.

QDIL Dilution flow, cfs.

QDUP The flow (cfs) required to solve this reach
considering only reaches upstream from this
point.

QEACH DELTAQ/N. This is the flow (cfs) that would
be taken from each source of flow augmentation.

QI Incremental flow, cfs. This flow is made up
of ground water, small creeks and other flow
which cannot be accounted for at the end of
each reach.

QMAX Maximum flow to be considered in any given
reach, cfs. This flow will be the greatest
flow which might be reasonably provided to
assimilate wastes which are discharged into
the streams of the basin. QMAX will vary
for each reach.

QMIN Minimum flow in any given reach, cfs. Normally,
0 for all but uppermost reach on each tributary
or branch. This is by definition and is done
to aid in searching for reaches where supple
mental flow is available.

QMUP Flow (cfs) in main stem reach immediately up
stream from reach being considered. Same ex
planation as above for QBUP applies here.

QOUT Diversion flow, cfs. This is the flow taken
out of the river for irrigation or other pur

poses.

QREQD Flow (cfs) needed to maintain DOMIN in the
reach with the loads exerted.

QS Flow of sewage or industrial waste, cfs.

QSUM Summation of Q in the reach, cfs. QS + QDIL +
QI + Q from upstream reach.

QSUMP Summation of Q for case where QOUT is not 0.
QSUMP = QSUM - QOUT.
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RATIO
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RELEN

RENO

RIVMI
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TEND

TIMEC
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X

Y
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Flow (cfs) in tributary reach immediately up
stream from the one being considered. Same
explanation as above for QBUP applies.

QSUMP/QSUM.

Reaeration constant, k2 (base 10), converted
to base e within program. Units of 1/days.

Reach length, miles.

Reach number.

The river miles to the head of each reach from
mouth of the stream on which this particular
reach happens to be.

Summation of BOD, total pounds.
SUMBOD = BODBU + BODTU + BODSP + BODIP +
BODMU.

Temperature in any reach, °C.

Time to end of reach, days.

Time to critical point in sag curve, days.

Velocity of flow (ft/sec), converted to miles
per hour in program before used in any computa
tions.

K2 - K, (both base e).

K-^ (Both base e).
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Explanation of Input Data

The sample input data of Table 10 are presented as

they appear on the IBM input data cards. The 21 variables

for each reach are punched on two cards, with the first

13 variables on the first card and the next eight vari

ables on the second card. Each reach therefore requires

two data cards, which are read by the computer one after

the other.



Table 9-a. Sample input data.

T(I,1) T(I,2) T(I,3) T(I,4) T(I,5) T(I,6) T(l,7) T(l,8) T(l,9) T(l,10) T(I,ll) T(l,12) T(l,13)

RENO DIGIT RELEN RIVMI • QMIN QMAX QI QS QOUT MARK DI BODI BODS

105. •3. 18.0 018.0 0075.- 2400. 110.0 00.31 180.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 031.

095. 2. 20.0 020.0 0005. 0450. 055.0 01.01 000.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 153.

093. 3. 02.0 187.0 0000. 2675. 000.0 00.09 000.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 308.

091. 3. 05.0 185-0 0000. 2706. 024.0 06.05 000.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 054.

089. 3. 04.0 180.0 0000. 2727. 005.0 14.90 000.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 315.

079. 2. 46.0 056.0 0005. 3100. 355.0 00.00 000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 000.

077. 2. 10.0 010.0 0000. 3150. 040.0 10.31 000.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 113.

075. 3. 12.0 176.0 0000. 5880. 000.0 00.02 000.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 764.

073. 3. 21.0 164.0 0000. 6000. 120.0 00.56 000.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 353.

070. 2. 11.0 011.0 0005. 0350. 005.0 00.08 000.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 344.

069. 3. 08.0 143.0 0000. 6425. 075.0 00.00 000.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 000.

065. 3. 15.0 135-0 0000. 6517. 065.0 26.54 000.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 202.

062. 2. 30.0 030.0 0030. 0030. 000.0 00.11 000.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 334.

061. 3. 11.0 120.0 0000. 6615. 060.0 08.30 000.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 277.

057- 2. 25.0 025.0 0305. 1050. 155.0 00.02 000.0 0.0 1.0 1.0

00

573. °



Table 9-a. Sample input data (cont.)

T(l,l) T(I,2) T(I,3) T(I,4) T(I,5) T(I,6) T(l,7) T(I,8) T(l,9) T(l,10j T(l,ll) T(l,12) T(l,13)

RENO DIGIT RELEN RIVMI QMIN QMAX QI QS QOUT MARK

055. 1. 09.5 038.5 0310. 0871. 020.0 00.39 000.0 0.0

054. 1. 03.0 029.0 0000. 0871. 000.0 00.00 135-0 0.0

053. 1. 26.0 026.0 0000. 0750. 000.0 14.34 000.0 0.0

051. 2. 11.0 011.0 0000. 2465. 000.0 00.00 665.0 0.0

047. 3. 25.0 109.0 0000. 8490. 075.0 00.00 000.0 0.0

043. 3. 29.0 084.0 0000. 8790. 270.0 29.48 000.0 0.0

039. 2. 11.0 011.0 0030. 0040. 007.4 02.62 00.0 0.0

037. 3. 05.0 055.0 0000. 8850. 020.0 00.00 000.0 0.0

DI BODI BODS

1.0 1.0 138.

0.0 0.0 000.

1.0 1.0 267.

1.0 1.0 000.

1.0 1.0 000.

1.0 1.0 458.

1.0 1.0 036.

1.0 1.0 000.

00



rrable 9-b. Sample input data.

T(I,14) T(I,15) T(I,16) T(I,17) T(I,18) T(I,19) T(I,20) T(I,21)

TEMP DOSAT •DOMIN D0XK1 AK2 BK2 CVEL DVEL

19.4 09.3 7.0 0.343 2.00000 +0.00000 2.350000 0.000

24.0 08.5 7.0 0.342 2.21000 +0.00000 0.057700 0.461

21.0 09.0 7.0 0.339 0.79800 -0.05333 0.018600 0.576

23.0 08.7 7.0 0.339 0.79800 -0.05333 0.018600 0.576

23.6 08.6 7.0 0.341 0.57600 -0.05333 0.006150 0.712

22.0 08.8 7.0 0.356 1.50000 +0.00000 2.200000 0.000

23.0 08.7 7.0 0.353 1.00000 +0.00000 2.000000 0.000

24.0 08.5 7.0 0.342 0.95147 -0.06383 0.022900 0.585

23.9 08.5 7.0 0.343 0.95147 -0.06383 0.022900 0.585

21.5 08.9 7.0 0.322 1.89200 +0.00000 0.500000 0.000

24.2 08.5 7.0 0.353 0.40600 +0.00000 0.006020 0.698

24.3 08.5 7.0 0.344 1.34600 -0.09309 0.032520 0.513

20.0 09.2 7.0 0.330 2.96550 +0.00000 1.000000 0.000

24.3 08.5 7.0 0.342 4.30800 -0.24468 0.025900 0.527

22.0 08.8 7.0 0.357 2.04000 +0.00000 5.000000 0.000
00

IV)



Table 9-b. Sample input data (cont.)

T(I,14) T(I,15) T(I,16) T(I,17) T(I,18) T(I,19) T(I,20) T(I,21)

TEMP DOSAT DOMIN D0XK1 AK2 BK2 CVEL DVEL

25.0 08.4 7-0 0.330 2.36000 +0.00000 2.800000 0.000

25.0 08.4 7.0 0.330 2.36000 +0.00000 2.800000 0.000

26.0 08.2 7.0 0.323 2.20000 +0.00000 1.470000 0.000

22.5 08.7 7.0 0.355 1.52600 +0.00000 2.250000 0.000

23.6 08.6 7.0 0.343 2.37200 -0.17553 0.088570 0.391

24.0 08.5 7.0 0.342 1.43100 -0.10372 0.038830 0.489

22.0 08.8 7.0 0.319 0.85600 +0.00000 0.500000 0.000

24.3 08.5 7.0 0.341 0.02360 +0.25000 0.002410 0.779

CO



Table 10. Sample output data.

RENO DIG RIVMI DOC DC DOEND DEND BODEND TC TEND CRMI QSUM K2 TEMP

105. 3. 018.0 9.1 0.1 9.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.4 00.0 0388. 4.55445 19.4

095. 2. 020.0 8.3 0.1 8.4 0.0 0.2 0.0 1.2 00.0 0444. 5.61530 24.0

093. 3. 187.0 8.8 0.1 8.8 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 00.0 0832. 1.31888 21.0

091. 3. 185.0 8.6 0.0 8.6 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.3 05.0 0862. 1.38060 23.0

089. 3. 180.0 7.9 0.6 7.9 0.6 5.1 0.3 0.3 04.0 0882. 1.00964 23.6

079. 2. 056.0 8.7 0.0 8.7 0.0 0.3 0.6 1.2 24.7 0557. 3.63402 22.0

077. 2. 010.0 8.4 0.2 8.4 0.2 2.0 0.3 0.3 10.0 0607. 2.48107 23.0

075. 3. 176.0 7.8 0.6 7.8 0.6 3.2 0.4 0.4 12.0 1490. 1.51644 24.0

073. 3. 164.0 7.7 0.7 7.7 0.7 2.3 0.4 0.7 11.8 1610. 1.50534 23.9

070. 2. 011.0 8.8 0.0 8.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 00.0 0207. 4.52946 21.5

069. 3. 143.0 7.8 0.6 7.8 0.6 1.7 0.4 0.4 08.0 1893. 1.03651 24.2

065. 3. 135.0 7.6 0.8 7.6 0.8 3.4 0.4 0.5 12.4 1984. 1.69881 24.3

062, 2. 0 30.0 9.1 0.0 9.1 0.0 0.6 0.3 1.8 05.6 0030. 6.85030 20.0

061. 3. 120.0 7.5 0.9 7.5 0.9 3.6 0.3 0.4 08.0 2083. 1.69956 24.3

057. 2. 025.0 8.5 0.2 8.7 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.3 00.0 0657. 4.94227 22.0 00



Table 10. Sample output data (c<ontinued)

RENO DIG RIVMI DOC DC DOEND DEND BODEND TC TEND CRMI

055. 1. 038.5 8.3 0.0 8.3 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 00.0

054. 1. 029.0 8.3 0.0 8.3 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 00.0

053. 1. 026.0 7.6 0.5 7.7 0.4 6.0 0.4 1.0 10.8

051. 2. 011.0 8.3 0.3 8.4 0.2 2.1 0.0 0.2 00.0

047. 3. 109.0 7.6 0.9 7.8 0.7 2.4 0.0 0.8 00.0

043. 3. 084.0 7.2 1.2 7.2 1.2 4.7 0.8 0.9 25.0

039. 2. 011.0 8.0 0.7 8.4 0.3 1.5 0.0 1.3 00.0

037. 3. 055.0 6.9 1.5 6.9 1.5 4.2 0.2 0.2 05.0

QSUM K2 TEMP

0527. 6.14095 25.0

0392. 6.14095 25.0

0406. 5.86258 26.0

0399. 3.74129 22.5

2557. 1.50587 23.6

2856. 1.59285 24.0

0040. 2.07381 22.0

2916. 0.44383 24.3

CO
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DETAILED FORTRAN II COMPUTER PROGRAM

C OXYGEN SAG PROGRAM

C THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO DETERMINE THE FLOW IN CFS REQUIRED
C IN A STREAM AT A GIVEN POINT TO MAINTAIN A MINIMUM STATED
C DISSOLVED OXYGEN CONCENTRATION IN PARTS PER MILLION. IF
C REQUIRED FLOW AT ANY POINT IS GREATER THAN THAT PRESENT, THE
C PROGRAM WILL SEARCH THE RIVER SYSTEM FOR STORAGE RESERVOIRS
C FROM WHICH WATER COULD BE RELEASED TO AUGMENT THE FLOW AND
C DETERMINE THE SIZE OF RELEASE NECESSARY TO MEET DOWNSTREAM
C REQUIREMENTS. DISSOLVED OXYGEN CONCENTRATION IS THE ONLY
C QUALITY PARAMETER BEING CONSIDERED. ALL DECISIONS ARE
C BASED ON THIS PARAMETER.

1 FORMAT(F4.0,F2.0,F5.1,F6.1,2F8.0,F6.1,F6.2,F6.1,3F4.1,F7.0/
22F5.1,F4.1,F6.3,F8.5,F8.6,F6.3,F5.1)
DIMENSION TABLE(23,22)

13 READ 103, K
103 FORMAT (13)

DO 110 I - 1,K

110 READ 1, TABLE(I,1),TABLE(I,2),TABLE(I,3),TABLE(I,4),TABLE(I,5),
2TABLE(I,6),TABLE(I,7),TABLE(I,8),TABLE(I,9),TABLE(I,10),
3TABLE(I,11),TABLE(I,12),TABLE(I,13),TABLE(I,1JV),TABLE(I,15),
4TABLE(I,16),TABLE(I,17),TABLE(I,18),TAHLE(I,19),TABLE(1,20),
5TABLE(I,21)
PUNCH 16

16 FORMAT(76HREN0 DIG RIMI DOC DC DOEND DEND BODEND TC TEND CRMI
2 Q K2 TEMP)

66 I =1
KN = 0

LFLAG == 0

Nl = 0

N2 = 0

N3 = 0
QTUP = 0.0

QBUP = 0.0

QMUP = 0.0

BODBU == 0.0

BODTU == 0.0

BODMU =: 0.0

DOBUP = 0.0

DOTUP = 0.0

DOMUP = 0.0

2 TABLE(I,22) = TABLE(I,5)
1 = 1 + 1

IF (K - 1)70,2,2
70 I = 1

4 BODSP = 5-39 * TABLE(I,13) * TABLE(I,8)
BODIP = 5-39 * TABLE(I,12) * TABLE(l,7)
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DIP = 5-39 * TABLE(I,11) * TABLE(I,7)
IF (2.0 - TABLE(I,2))27,6,6

6 IF (1.0 - TABLE(I,2))7,23,23
7 QSUM = TABLE(I,7) + TABLE(l,8) + TABLE(I,22) + QTUP + QBUP

IF(1.0 - TABLE(I,5))9,9,8
9 IF(0.98 *TABLE(I,6) - QSUM)8,8,10

10 Nl = Nl + 1

N2 = N2 + 1

8 SUMBOD = BODTU + BODBU + BODSP + BODIP

DO SAP = 5.39 *TABLE(I,15) •* (QTUP + QBUP + TABLE(l,8))
DEFSUM = (DOSAP - DOTUP - DOBUP) + DIP
DOBUP =0.0

BODBU =0.0

QBUP = 0.0
QTUP = 0.0
BODTU =0.0

DO TUP = 0.0

GO TO 101

23 QSUM = QBUP + TABLE(I,8) + TABLE(l,7) + TABLE(l,22)
IF (1.0 - TABLE(I,5))24,24,26

24 IF (0.98 * TABLE(I,6) - QSUM)26,26,25
25 Nl = Nl + 1

N2 = N2 + 1

26 SUMBOD = BODBU + BODSP + BODIP

DOSAP = 5.39 * TABLE(I,15) -(QBUP + TABLE(I,8))
DEFSUM = (DOSAP - DOBUP) + DIP
QBUP =0.0

BODBU =0.0

DOBUP =0.0

GO TO 101

27 N2 = 0

QSUM = QMUP + QTUP + TABLE(l,7) + TABLE(I,8) + TABLE(I,22)
IF (1.0 - TABLE(I,5))117,117.119

117 IF (0.98 * TABLE(I,6) - QSUM)ll9,119,115
115 Nl = Nl + 1

119 SUMBOD = BODMU + BODTU + BODSP + BODIP

DOSAP = 5.39 * TABLE(I,15) * (QSUM - TABLE(l,7) - TABLE(I,22))
DEFSUM = (DOSAP - DOTUP - DOMUP) + DIP
BODTU =0.0

QTUP = 0.0
DOTUP =0.0

QMUP = 0.0

BODMU =0.0

DOMUP = 0.0

101 IF(1.0 - TABLE(I,9))17,17,18
17 QSUMP = QSUM - TABLE(I,9)

RATIO = QSUMP / QSUM
QSUM = QSUMP

SUMBOD = RATIO * SUMBOD
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DEFSUM = RATIO * DEFSUM

18 REK2 = (TABLE(I,18) * QSUM ** TABLE(I,19)) * 2.31
REK2 = REK2 * 1.0241**(TABLE(I, 14) - 20.0)
VEL = (TABLE(I,20) * QSUM ** TABLE(l,2l)) / 1.47
REKl = TABLE(I,17) * 1.047 ** (TABLE(I,14) - 20.0)
IF (REK2 - REKl)500,499,500

499 REK2 = REK2 + 0.001
500 X = REK2 - REKl

Y = REKl - REK2

R = ((Y-SUMBOD) + (X *(-REK2 -DEFSUM))) /(REEL**2.0*SUMB0D)
IF (R - 0.001)20,20,80

80 TIMEC = (1.0 / X) * LOGF(R)
IF (TIMEC - 0.001)20,20,19

20 TIMEC =0.0

19 CRMILE = 24.0 * VEL * TIMEC

TEND = TABLE(I,3) / (24-0 - VEL)
E = 2.71828

A = E -"-- (-REK1 * TEND)
B = E #* (-REK2 -"" TEND)
DEND = (((REKl - SUMBOD) /X)#(A-B))+(B* DEFSUM)
IF (DEND)810,811,811

810 DEND =0.0

811 IF (TABLE(I,3) - CRMILE)21,21,81
81 IF (0.01 - TIMEC)22,22,82
82 DCLBS = DEFSUM

GO TO 12

21 DCLBS = DEND

TIMEC = TEND

CRMILE = TABLE(I,3)
GO TO 12

22 DCLBS = (REKl - (E**(-REK1 ^IMEC))#STJMB0D)/REK2
12 DCPPM = DCLBS / (5.39 * QSUM)

DOCPPM = TABLE(I,15) - DCPPM
IF (1.02 - TABLE(I,6) - QSUM-TABLE(I,9))77,11,11

11 IF (DOCPPM)14,14,99
14 IF (0.98* TABLE(I,6) - QSUM - TABLE(I,9))30,30,28
30 PUNCH 42

42 FORMAT (28H EXCESSIVE LOADING DO = 0/)
LFLAG = 0

GO TO 77

99 IF (0.98 STABLE(I,6) - QSUM - TABLE(I,9))32,32,28
28 QREQD = QSUM - (TABLE(l,15)-D0CPPM)/(TABLE(l,15)-(TABLE(l,l6))

IF (QSUM - 0.98 * QREQD)444,29,29
444 IF (LFLAG - 1)35,31,77
31 IF(HUNTER - TABLE(I,1))34,90,77
29 IF (QSUM - 1.02 * QREQD)32,32,445

445 IF (LFLAG - 1)34,31,77
32 IF (LFLAG - 1)34,446,77
446 IF (HUNTER - TABLE(I,1))34,33,77
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90 N = NHOLD

GO TO 50

33 LFLAG = 0
KN = 0

L = I

DO 44 I = 1,K
44 TABLE(I,10) = 0.0

I = L

34 Q539 = 5.39 * QSUM
DENDPM = DEND / Q539
BODNDP = SUMBOD * A

BODEND = BODNDP / Q539
DOSAP = Q539 * TABLE(I,15)
DOENDP = DOSAP - DEND

DOEND = DOENDP / Q539
IF(2.0 - TABLE(I,2))37,38,38

37 QMUP = QSUM
BODMU = BODNDP

DOMUP = DOENDP

GO TO 41
38 IF(1.0 - TABLE(I,2))39,40,40
39 QTUP = QSUM

BODTU = BODNDP

DOTUP = DOENDP

GO TO 41

40 QBUP = QSUM
BODBU = BODNDP

DOBUP = DOENDP

74 FORMAT(F5.0,F3.O,F6.1,4F5.1,F6.1,2F5.1,F5.1,F8.O,F8.5,F5.l)
41 PUNCH 74,TABLE(I,1),TABLE(I,2),TABLE(I,4),D0CPPM,DCPPM,D0END,
2 DENDPM, BODEND, TIMEC, TEND, CRMILE, QSUM, REK2, TABLE(1,14)
IF (( DOCPPM + 0.2) - TABLE(I,16))63,63,71

71 I = I + 1
IF (K - 1)77,4,4

63 PUNCH 64
64 FORMAT (26H NO MORE AVAILABLE STORAGE/)

GO TO 71

77 PAUSE

GO TO 13

35 IF (0.10 - ABSF(DOCPPM - TABLE(l,l6)))36,34,34
36 HUNTER = TABLE(I,1)

LFLAG = 1

IF(2.0 - TABLE(I,2))46,47,47
47 IF (1.0 - TABLE(I,2))48,49,49
49 N = 1

GO TO 50

48 N = N2
GO TO 50

46 N = Nl
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KN = 1

50 DELTAQ = QREQD - QSUM
FNUM = N

QEACH = DELTAQ / FNUM
IF (2.0 - TABLE(I,2))721,722,722

722 IF (1.0 - TABLE(I,2))723,724,724
724 Nl = Nl - 1

N2 = N2 - 1

GO TO 52

723 Nl = Nl - N2
N2 = 0

GO TO 52

721 Nl = 0

52 IF (1.0 - TABLE(I,5))53,53,51
51 I = I - 1

GO TO 52

53 IF(DELTAQ)902,33,901
901 IF(0.98-"-TABLE(l,6)-TABLE(l,22)+TABLE(l,7)+TABLE(l,8)))51,51,5
902 IF(0.98-"-TABLE(l,6)-TABLE(l,5)+TABLE(l,7)+TABLE(l,8)))51,51,43
43 IF (TABLE(I,10))51,51,5
5 TABLE(I,22) = TABLE(l,22) + QEACH
TABLE(I,10) =10.0
N3 = N3 + 1

IF(TABLE(I,6)-TABLE(I,22)+TABLE(I,7)+TABLE(I,8)))3,3,54
3 TABLE(I,22) =.TABLE(l,6) - Ti\BLE(l,7) - TABLE(l,8)
54 IF (TABLE(I,5) - TABLE(I,22))132,132,55
55 TABLE(I,22) = TABLE(l,5)

132 IF(N-N3)77,59,51
59 NHOLD = N

N3 = 0

IF (KN - 1)4,70,77
END




